The effect of transdermal nicotine patches on sleep and dreams
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Abstract

This study was undertaken to determine the effect of 24-h transdermal nicotine patches on sleep and dream mentation in 15 smokers aged 20 to 33. Utilising a repeated measures design, it was found that more time awake and more ASDA micro-arousals occurred while wearing the nicotine patch compared to placebo. Also, the percentage of REM sleep decreased, but REM latency and the proportion of time spent in NREM sleep stages did not change significantly. Dream reports containing visual imagery, visual imagery ratings and the number of visualizable nouns were significantly greater from REM compared to Stage 2 awakenings, regardless of patch condition. However, a general interaction effect was observed. Stage 2 dream variables remained equivalent across nicotine and placebo conditions. Within REM sleep, more dream reports containing visual imagery occurred while wearing the nicotine patch, and these were rated as more vivid. The greater frequency of visual imagery reports and higher imagery ratings specifically from REM sleep suggests that previously reported dreaming side effects from 24-h nicotine patches may be specific to REM sleep. Combined with previous animal studies showing that transdermally delivered nicotine blocks PGO activity in REM sleep, the current results do not appear consistent with PGO-based hypotheses of dreaming, such as the Activation-Synthesis (AS) or Activation, Input and Modulation (AIM) models.
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1. Introduction

The concept of mind–body isomorphism, denoting similarity of form between psychological and physiological events, has been explicit in dream formation hypotheses since psychoanalytic dream theory and is fundamental to modern theories of dreaming [1]. The activation synthesis (AS) model of dreaming developed by Hobson and McCarley [2] and since revised into the Activation, Input and Modulation (AIM) model [3] is perhaps the most comprehensive attempt to draw together the physiological and psychological aspects of sleep and dreaming. The AIM model emphasises a shift from aminergic modulation in waking to the dominance of cholinergic neuromodulation during REM, and the presence of ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves, which is argued to be a key characteristic of dreaming. However, the relationship of PGO waves to dreaming remains controversial [4]. In animal models, PGO waves have been shown to primarily exist during REM sleep [3]; however, PGO waves cannot yet be directly measured in humans, and therefore cannot be directly studied in relation to dream activity [4].

There is strong evidence which suggests that the trigger for the whole dream formation system, including the eye movement generator may be cholinceptive [3]. Injection of the cholinergic agent carbachol into the pontine reticular formation (PRF) in cats produced prolonged enhancement of REM sleep [1] and in humans the parenteral injection of the anticholinesterase agent physostigmine potentiated REM and these episodes were associated with hallucinoid dreaming [5]. McCarley [6] reported that the local injection of a cholinergic agonist to the PRF reliably induced a phenomenologically complete REM sleep-like state including muscle atonia, EEG desynchronisation, PGO waves, and rapid eye movements. Although such findings do not provide complete evidence that the PRF is the normal trigger zone and ACh is the normal neurotransmitter in
the production of REM; the presence of ACh in the cortex [6] and the brainstem [7] during REM does suggest that natural REM does have a cholinergic component.

Due to this link between the cholinergic mechanisms and REM, a few studies have been conducted into the influence of the cholinergic agonist nicotine on sleep. However, these have produced varied results. An early study reported that pontine microinjections of nicotine had no effect on REM in cats [8], while another study, also on cats had demonstrated that nicotine, received subcutaneously, did induce REM sleep [9].

More recently, nicotine has been implicated in the regulation of PGO spikes with Vazquez et al. [10] finding that PGO spike activity was abolished in cats by the application of transdermal nicotine patches. Further research in rats found that subcutaneously delivered nicotine stimulated serotonergic neurons of the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) specifically during REM sleep, without any significant change during waking or NREM sleep [11].

SHT DRN cells subsequently inhibit pedunculopontine (PPT) and laterodorsal tegmental (LDT) neurons which generate PGO waves. This action was confirmed in a study injecting nicotine into the DRN of rat midbrain slices and recording the firing rates of the DRN, LDT and PPT [12]. In summary, it seems that although the REM-sleep generator system at the PRF is activated cholinergically, subcutaneous nicotine ineptly acts at the DRN, which results in a serotonergic suppression of REM processes such as PGO waves.

The development of 24-h transdermal nicotine patches as an aid to smoking cessation presents an opportunity to study the impact of receiving nicotine throughout the night in humans. An interesting outcome from the use of such patches has been anecdotal reports of disrupted sleep and unusual or vivid dreaming [13], which have even been acknowledged as possible side-effects by manufacturers [14]. Interestingly, such anecdotal reports of vivid dreaming could be considered at odds with the animal research to date, as one would expect less vivid dreaming associated with patches proposed to inhibit PGO activity in cats and rats. Surprisingly, there has been relatively little research systematically investigating the effect of nicotine patches on dreams and sleep quality in humans.

Wetter et al. [15] found that wearing nicotine patches resulted in improvements in important polysomnographic measures of sleep quality, including a reduction in fragmentation and increased levels of slow wave sleep, compared to unmedicated quitting and pre-cessation measures, although they found no significant effect on REM sleep. Salin-Pascual and Drucker-Colin [16] found that transdermal application of nicotine increased REM time in both smokers and non-smokers.

In other questionnaire-based investigations, the transdermal nicotine patch has been implicated in a dose-related increase in patient reports of mild to moderate sleep disturbance, insomnia and abnormal dreams [17]. Gillin et al. [18] found that transdermal nicotine applied to non-smoking volunteers was associated with early morning awakening and reduced REM sleep time in a dose-dependent fashion (across placebo, 7 mg and 14 mg patches). Although no significant effect on dreams was reported, this was merely observed from questionnaires given the following morning. It is now well accepted that scientific investigation of dream mentation requires systematic awakenings from specific sleep stages throughout the night [19]. Furthermore, as acknowledged by Gillin et al. [18], the effects of nicotine patches on non-smokers may be problematic to extrapolate to smokers, as the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects of transdermal nicotine differ between smokers and non-smokers [20,21].

As in waking, generalised cortical arousal in sleep occurs though the ascending reticular activating system (RAS) and Steriade [22,23] suggests that it is cholinergic RAS arousal that allows consciousness to exist in dreaming. Furthermore, there is substantial evidence to suggest that such cholinergic systems are the source of both waking and dream consciousness [24]. A finding that cholinergic agonist nicotine patches affect the quantity and quality of REM sleep mentation would suggest interaction with PGO waves and support the AIM model of dreaming. However, a change in mentation in both NREM and REM sleep while using the transdermal nicotine patch would more likely be due to stimulation of cholinergic RAS neurons involved in generalised cortical arousal.

The aim of this experiment was to investigate the effect of transdermal nicotine patches on sleep architecture and the subjective experience of dreaming in smokers. It was hypothesised that participants would experience more arousals and shorter sleep time while using the transdermal nicotine patch compared to the placebo patch condition. Based on anecdotal reports [13,17], it was expected that the mentation reports obtained from participants wearing the transdermal nicotine patch would include more visual imagery, be subjectively rated as more vivid, and contain more visualizable nouns than the mentation reports given under the placebo condition.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

16 individuals volunteered to participate in this study, and were fully informed as to the nature and methods of the research. One participant withdrew before the completion of the data collection hence the sample size was reduced to nine males and six females between the ages of 20 and 33 (M=25.82, S.D.=4.30). Participants were all smokers who were otherwise of good health, with no known history of sleep disorders or skin or cardiovascular conditions that may have been complicated by the use of transdermal nicotine, and were not pregnant or breastfeeding. Participants were not paid for their involvement, but were allowed to keep the remaining six patches in their issued box of transdermal nicotine patches.

2.2. Materials

The polysomnography (PSG) recordings were collected using S-Series 16 channel Polygraph with W-Series Sleep/Replay display and analysis software (Compumedics Pty, Ltd.
Melbourne, Australia). Gold-plated electrodes (Model F-E5GH; Grass Instruments Co., CA), conductive electrode paste (Ten20, Grass Instruments Co.), surgical tape (Micropore, 3 M Pharmaceuticals) gauze swabs (7.5 × 7.5 cm, Smith and Nephew Pty Ltd) and skin cleansing alcohol swabs (Briemar Nominees Pty Ltd) were used for electrode preparation and placement.

Under both the experimental and control conditions participants were a square of Elastoplast® adhesive dressing strip (Beiersdorf Australia, Ltd, NSW). On the experimental night a Nicobate CQ® 24-h transdermal nicotine patch (GlaxoSmithKline, 2001) of either 21 mg/24 h or 14 mg/24 h (if participant smoked less than 10 cigarettes/day on average) was placed under the dressing strip. Hence, participants wore dressing strip in both conditions and did not observe whether the nicotine patch was embedded on the strip beforehand. There was no way to see or feel the difference between the control and experimental strips. Participants’ sleep was monitored in a sleep laboratory located at Monash University. The laboratory consists of two separate bedrooms each with private bathroom facilities, and a central control room from which the experimenter monitored the participants and communicated with each room through an intercom. All mentation reports were tape-recorded.

2.3. Design

A sample size of 15 participants, which is representative of sample sizes commonly used in experiments of this nature [19], was used in this study. The study utilised a repeated measures design, as the same subjects were exposed to both experimental patch and placebo control conditions, presented in a random order. This resulted in seven participants in the experimental patch condition first and eight placed in the placebo control condition first. Awakenings from REM and NREM Stage 2 were counterbalanced across subjects to control for time of the night effects.

2.4. Procedure

2.4.1. Recruiting and informing participants

Approval for this study was given by the Standing Committee on Ethics in Research Involving Humans at Monash University (Approval # 2002-182). Participants were recruited through campus posters and local advertisements. A number of exclusion criteria were required due to the use of nicotine, an addictive substance, in this study. People who were not permitted to participate included: (a) people with sleep disorders or those taking medication to induce or reduce sleepiness in any way, (b) people under 18, (c) those who could not give informed consent, (d) non-smokers, (e) those allergic to any component of the transdermal nicotine patch, or with a skin condition that the patch may have complicated, (f) pregnant or breastfeeding women, and (g) those who had suffered a recent stroke or heart attack.

After the procedure had been fully explained informed consent was obtained from each participant indicating their willingness to comply with the requirements of the study. Participants were required to come into the university sleep laboratory for two sleep sessions, at least 1 week apart, 1 h before their usual bedtime to allow for electrode placement and experimental procedures, and ended the sleep period at their usual time of rising. Participants were asked to continue in their normal routine in the days leading up to each session, but were asked to cease smoking 2 h before coming in to the laboratory in order to ensure the level of nicotine in their blood was low. On arrival at the laboratory each participant had a square of dressing strip (either nicotine or placebo) applied to his or her skin by the experimenter, who was aware of the experimental conditions.

2.4.2. Placement of electrodes

A standard PSG recording montage was adopted [25]. EEG placements were to C3/A2 and C4/A1 locations according to the international ten–twenty system [26]. EOG placements were to the left and right outer canthi with each referenced to Fp [26]. EMG placements were at the left and right mentalis musculature. EEG traces were calibrated at 50 μV=1 cm with impedances below 5 MΩ.

2.4.3. Dream reports

Participants were woken no more than six times during the night, with half of these awakenings occurring in REM and half in Stage 2 sleep. These awakenings were counterbalanced with each participant randomly assigned to being awoken first in REM, then in Stage 2 or visa-versa. On the participant’s second night this order was reversed.

To wake participants, the experimenter called their name through an intercom and asked if they were awake. Once the participant responded the experimenter asked: “Could you describe any thoughts or images that were going through your mind just before I called to you”, then “Is there anything else you can remember?” If visual imagery was mentioned, the participants were then asked to rate the vividness of the imagery on a scale from 1 “least vivid–hardly memorable” to 10 “most vivid–like real”. The question set was pre-recorded to eliminate any systematic bias that may have been produced unintentionally by the experimenter. The participants’ responses were also recorded onto cassette tape. Participants were instructed to return to sleep immediately after questioning.

3. Results

Data for this study were collected in the form of polysomnography recordings of sleep for experimental and control nights for each participant and mentation reports from both REM and Stage 2 sleep under both conditions. The polysomnography records from the 15 participants were initially scored automatically using W-Series Sleep/Replay display and analysis software (Compumedics Pty, Ltd. Melbourne, Australia) in 30-s epochs using standard scoring criteria [25]. This data was then rescored visually by the experimenter and a sleep technologist with over 10 year’s experience. Where discrepancies in scoring occurred, the sleep technologist’s scoring was adopted. Repeated measures t-tests
were used to analyse differences between the experimental and control conditions in the percentage of time awake, in NREM sleep, REM sleep, arousals and REM latency. Repeated measures MANOVA and ANOVA were adopted in the statistical analysis dream report data.

3.1. Disruption of sleep

Under the experimental condition, many participants experienced a disrupted nights sleep with frequent arousals and periods of wakefulness. Frequent brief arousals have been found to increase daytime sleepiness without reducing total sleep time [27]. Therefore, the average number of micro-arousals as defined by the American Sleep Disorder Association [28] and the average time spent awake by each participant, as a percentage of the total time available for sleep (during “lights out”) under experimental and control conditions was calculated and is displayed in Table 1.

Wearing nicotine patches resulted in an increase in the average percentage of time available for sleep that participants spent awake (M=14.82, S.D.=16.13). This increase was significant, t(14)=3.56, p<0.005, two-tailed. Under the nicotine condition, participants experienced more micro-arousals per hour on average (M=4.00, S.D.=5.62), and this increase was also statistically significant, t(14)=2.76, p<0.05, two-tailed.

3.2. Sleep architecture

The amount of REM sleep experienced under control and experimental conditions, as a percentage of total sleep was calculated, along with the average percentage of total sleep time spent in NREM Stages 1 and 2 and slow wave sleep. These results are displayed in Fig. 1.

On the experimental night there was a decrease in the percentage of total sleep time spent in REM sleep (M=6.68, S.D. =10.12). This decrease was found to be significant, t(14)=2.56, p<0.05, two-tailed. No significant difference was found in the average amount of time spent in NREM Stages 1 and 2, t(14)=0.11, p=0.92, or SWS, t(14)=1.75, p=0.10, two-tailed.

The average REM latency from sleep onset for 14 participants not reaching the desired sleep stages for conditions falling asleep during questioning (2 reports), and (2) participants not reaching the desired sleep stages for conditions during the sleeping period (9 reports). This number of reports also includes reports removed due to matching. For example, if only the first REM report was achieved on the experimental night, only the first REM report from the placebo control night was used (and visa-versa).

The average time of waking for each experimental condition was as follows: Nicotine (REM: M=3:57 am, S.D.=68.68 min; Stage 2: M=3:37 am, S.D.=127.40 min), Placebo (REM: M=4:34 am, S.D.=143.60 min; Stage 2: M=4:36 am, S.D.=153.99 min). For average time of waking, a 2×2 repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant main effects for Condition (Nicotine vs. Placebo) F(1,14)=1.67, p=0.217; or Sleep Stage (REM vs. Stage 2) F(1,14)=0.27, p=0.121; or Interaction (Condition × Sleep Stage) F(1,14)=0.34, p=0.57.

Each report was rated as either (1) reporting a visual image, or (2) not reporting a visual image. Visual imagery was said to have been present if a visualizable noun was used in the mentation report. Visualizable nouns were defined as nouns of objects that could be seen as in waking life [19]. This scoring was then conducted by an independent judge, blind to conditions. The number of imagery reports divided by the number of awakenings for each subject in Stage 2 and REM sleep was calculated to determine the percentage of imagery reports per condition.

The dream report results are summarized in graphical form as the percentage of imagery reports per condition in Fig. 2, the average number of visualizable nouns per condition in Fig. 3.
and the average visual imagery ratings of subjects own reports per condition in Fig. 4.

3.3.1. Dream report data—overall differences

Since the percentage of imagery reports, the average number of visualizable nouns, and the average visual imagery ratings could be considered as three separate measures of the single concept of dream imagery, a 2×2 repeated measures MANOVA was conducted, treating each of these three measures as dependent variables. No significant main effect was found for Condition (Nicotine vs. Placebo) $F(3,11)=1.55, p=0.26$. However, a significant main effect for Sleep Stage (REM vs. Stage 2), $F(3,11)=3.60, p<0.05$, and Interaction (Condition×Sleep Stage) $F(3,11)=6.08, p<0.02$, was found. This result suggests a general difference in imagery measures between REM and Stage 2 sleep, and differences in imagery between Nicotine and Placebo only within REM sleep. In order to allow further interpretation of these statistical findings, separate 2×2 repeated measures ANOVAs were then conducted using each of the three imagery measures, which are presented in the following sections.

3.3.2. Dream report data—average percentage of imagery reports

For average percentage of imagery reports (Fig. 2), a 2×2 repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant main effects for Condition (Nicotine vs. Placebo) $F(1,13)=3.74, p=0.08$. A significant effect for Sleep Stage (REM vs. Stage 2) $F(1,13)=11.06, p<0.01$; and Interaction (Condition×Sleep Stage) $F(1,13)=5.17, p<0.05$, was observed. This result shows a significant difference in percentage of imagery reports between REM and Stage 2 sleep and a difference in the percentage of imagery reports between Nicotine and Placebo within REM sleep.

3.3.3. Dream report data—average number of visualizable nouns

For average number of Visualizable Nouns (Fig. 3), a 2×2 repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant main effect for Condition (Nicotine vs. Placebo) $F(1,13)=0.54, p=0.48$ or Interaction (Condition×Sleep Stage) $F(1,13)=1.50, p=0.24$. A significant main effect for Sleep Stage (REM vs. Stage 2) was observed, $F(1,13)=6.51, p<0.05$. This result suggests a general difference in imagery measures between REM and Stage 2 sleep, but no differences in imagery between Nicotine and Placebo Conditions.
3.3.4. Dream report data—average imagery ratings

For the average Imagery Ratings (Fig. 4), a 2×2 repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant main effect for Condition (Nicotine vs. Placebo) $F(1,13)=1.80$, $p=0.20$. A significant effect for Sleep Stage (REM vs. Stage 2) $F(1,13)=5.63$, $p<0.05$; and Interaction (Condition×Sleep Stage) $F(1,13)=20.13$, $p<0.001$, was observed. This result shows a significant difference in average Imagery Ratings between REM and Stage 2 sleep and a difference in average Imagery Ratings between Nicotine and Placebo within REM sleep.

4. Discussion

4.1. Sleep architecture

This study attempted to determine the effect of 24-h transdermal nicotine patches on sleep architecture in smokers. It was hypothesised that participants would experience shorter sleep time and more arousals while using the transdermal nicotine patch compared to the placebo patch condition. Results suggested an arousing effect from the nicotine patches with a greater percentage of time awake in the nicotine condition and an increased mean number of micro-arousals. Consistent with previous findings [18], significantly less REM sleep time and significantly more arousals were observed in the nicotine patch condition compared to placebo control. Also, the proportion of sleep time that participants spent in NREM Stages 1 and 2 and SWS remained similar across the nights, suggesting nicotine effects quite specific to REM sleep and arousal [18].

4.2. Mentation reports

It was hypothesised that the mentation reports obtained from participants while wearing the transdermal nicotine patch, would include more visual imagery, be subjectively rated as more vivid, and contain more visualizable nouns than reports given while not wearing the patch. Although a general difference between Stage 2 and REM sleep reports was observed, no general difference between any of the mentation report measures was found between the Nicotine and Placebo nights. However, a significant interaction revealed a greater percentage of visual imagery reports, which were rated as more vivid, were given following REM awakenings on the nicotine night, compared to placebo control. NREM Stage 2 sleep showed little difference in mentation reports following awakenings from the nicotine condition compared to placebo control.

One participant in the current study experienced a nightmare while wearing the nicotine patch, which was so vivid and disturbing the experimenter had to enter the room to reassure her. A number of participants in the current study also reported remembering more interesting dreams following the experimental night that they would have liked the opportunity to report. Consistent with these observations, participants in Salin-Pascual and Drucker-Colin’s [16] study reported having vivid dreams (some of which were classed as the “nightmares”) while using the patch. In contrast, Gillin et al. [18] found no increase in dreams, atypical dreams or nightmares after nicotine patch nights compared to placebo. However, one must remember that both of these studies collected reports the following morning from questionnaires and sleep logs. The current study implemented systematic sampling of dream reports specifically from REM and Stage 2 NREM sleep across the night.

The finding of a higher frequency of dream imagery, rated as more vivid, in the Nicotine condition compared to Placebo, but only within REM sleep, is difficult to interpret. If nicotine acted on PGO activity in humans as in animals, one would expect a decrease in the quality and quantity of mentation within REM sleep. However, the opposite was observed.

As the current study was conducted on humans, the effect of transdermal nicotine on PGO waves could not be directly measured and it is difficult to infer from the results what, if any, effects on PGO activity may have occurred. On the one hand, the average time spent in the REM sleep state was seen to decrease while wearing the nicotine patch, suggesting the suppression of REM sleep phenomena, including PGO waves. On the other hand, the mentation reports given following REM awakenings, while wearing the patch, were significantly more frequent and rated as significantly more vivid than REM mentation on the control night, which suggests stimulation of sleep mentation processes and thus REM processes and PGO waves.

It could be postulated that nicotine would down regulate PGO activity in our study based on Vazquez et al. [10] finding in cats that PGO spike activity was eliminated by the application of transdermal nicotine patches. However, it could be argued that this finding cannot be related to the current study as Vazquez et al. [10] used very strong nicotine patches of 17.5 mg, 35 mg and 52.5 mg on cats weighing between 2.5 and 3.5 kg, while the current study used patches of 14 mg or 21 mg on adult humans. The high doses of nicotine used by Vazquez et al. [10] produced severe side effects such as vomiting and profuse salivation in a number of animals and the results of using such high doses may not be comparable to the changes expected by the relatively low doses used in the current study. It may be that very large doses of nicotine are required in order to produce such inhibitory effects on REM PGO activity.

Another possible explanation is that nicotine does not act on PGO activity in the same way in humans as documented in cats. For example, there are several differences in PGO activity of the cat and rat [29]; so much so that the rat was initially believed to be absent of PGO activity [30]. Therefore, it could be that the nature of human PGO activity may differ from cats to the extent that nicotine does not produce the effects on humans that would be expected based on cat PGO physiology.

If one accepts that nicotine most likely affects PGO activity in cats and rats in the same way as humans (which is a fundamental premise of the AS and AIM models), one must then question the relationship between PGO activity and dream mentation in this study. The correspondence between the occurrence of PGO waves in the cat and characteristics of sleep mentation in humans has not always been consistent in previous research [31]. PGO activity is virtually absent during sleep
onset (SO) and at its lowest during SWS [32,33]. These are both periods of vivid visual hallucinations in the form of hypnagogic imagery [34] and sleep terrors [35]. Furthermore, Nielsen et al. [36] have shown that REM sleep restriction can subsequently enhance SO mentation, suggesting the presence of “covert REM” processes other than PGO activity. PGO activity is most intense in NREM for about one minute before REM sleep in the cat, however reported mental imagery is not enhanced from awakenings during these periods [37]. REM deprivation experiments with cats show that PGO activity increases in frequency in REM during rebound. Increases also occur in NREM during the deprivation procedure [38]. Again however, reported mental imagery is not enhanced from awakenings during these periods [37].

Within the limitations of the current study, the relationship between nicotine, PGO activity and dreaming cannot be resolved. However, a future method of measuring PGO activity in humans may help to determine the relationship between PGO waves, the action of nicotine and sleep mentation.

One final explanation for the results of the current study is that nicotine stimulates general RAS arousal, and this then stimulates an increased quality and frequency of mentation reports [22–24]. Cortical arousal has been implicated in dream production and EEG arousal has previously been linked to the reporting of mentation [39–41]. For example, sleep onset mentation occurs at times of high alpha activity [34], and REM sleep, where the higher proportion of mentation reports are found, shows very fast, wake-like EEG frequencies [28]. As participants in this current study showed significantly more awake time and micro-arousals while wearing the nicotine patch as compared to the control condition, it may be that the changes seen in the visual quality of reported mentation reports in REM sleep was associated with this higher activation. If this were the case however, it would be expected that the generalised arousal, caused by the nicotine would initiate a change to the mentation reports obtained from Stage 2 awakenings as well. However, no significant difference was found between the Stage 2 mentation reports between the experimental and control nights. Alternatively, one could speculate that the arousal produced from nicotine only showed detectable effects on mentation when combined with the elevated cortical arousal that normally occurs during REM sleep. Such an interpretation is consistent with arousal-based theories of dream recall [39–41].

4.3. Methodological considerations

When considering the placebo baseline dream report data, Dream Imagery % does appear higher from Stage 2 (47.6%) and lower from REM (67.9%) compared to previous studies using similar rating methods (e.g. [42]: Stage 2: 22.9–43.8%, REM: 93.3%; [43]: Stage 2: 17%, REM: 84%). However, it is well known that there is considerable variability in dream report frequency across individuals [14]. Apart from the current sample being smokers, the sample size and techniques employed were not considerably different from these previous studies to suggest poor sampling. It may simply be that the sample in this study contained individuals whose NREM and REM dream reporting was more convergent than observed previously. The average waking time of conditions was not significantly different and was toward the early morning (approximately 3:30 am–4:30 am), where the characteristics of NREM and REM dreams become more convergent [44]. Such sample differences and variation between individuals is the reason why the present study, and those previously using such measures, have utilised repeated measures designs [14]. This allows for effective testing of statistical differences within the same individuals across treatment conditions, despite considerable variation between individuals. Therefore, consistent statistical differences in dream report frequency across treatment conditions within the same individuals, such as those found in this study, cannot be ignored.

In the human brain, many variables involved in the administration of a substance can alter the effect it has on cellular activity and brain systems [1]. Even a drug with specific activity may still produce nonspecific effects [45]. While the availability of nicotine patches has allowed the present non-invasive investigation into the effect of a cholinergic agonist on the sleep and dreams of humans, the dose was applied via indirect systemic transdermal delivery. Furthermore, this study investigated smokers who had varied smoking habits ranging from 6 to 30 cigarettes/day, and of different cigarette nicotine strengths and so possibly had different tolerances to the transdermal nicotine, although no effect of this kind was tested. Furthermore, the effects of nicotine patches on smokers may be problematic to extrapolate to non-smokers, as the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects of transdermal nicotine differ between smokers and non-smokers [15,16].

4.4. Conclusions

Overall, the results of this study are consistent with three general conclusions. The application of transdermal nicotine patches in smokers initially results in:

1. **Increased sleep fragmentation**—with a high percentage of time awake and more ASDA micro-arousals.
2. **Less REM sleep**—with NREM sleep relatively unaffected
3. **Increased REM dream quality**—with a greater frequency of visual imagery reports and higher imagery ratings specifically from REM sleep. Combined with previous animal studies showing that transdermally delivered nicotine blocks PGO activity [10–12], the current results do not appear consistent with PGO-based hypotheses of dreaming, such as the Activation-Synthesis or Activation, Input and Modulation (AIM) models. [3].
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